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Appendix F – Cell Modelling

In this section, modelling of ensemble emissions from a population of mobiles handsets
both within a cell and across cell boundaries is undertaken to attempt to reproduce the
measured results obtained at Waterloo Railway Station.  The modelling is developed in
several stages:

F.1 Initial modelling of data distribution, Simple single cell model

We have taken a fixed base-station, B, at the centre of a circular cell of radius R.

We randomly generate a source position, P,  and assign a power to Pp  given by:

Pp = PMAX-20 Log(8)  if r<R/8
Pp = PMAX-20 Log(R/r) if r≥R/8

where PMAX is the maximum power radiated by the source at the cell boundary.

This power is calculated so that as the source moves away from the base-station its
power ramps up reaching PMAX, the maximum power, at the cell boundary, i.e. when
r=R.  As the source approaches the base station, the power Pp is restricted so that it
can only drop to a chosen minimum operating level.  There is a drop of 18dBs as the
source approaches the base-station.

We then select a measuring point M at which we calculate the power from the source
P reaching M.  This is given by:

Pm = Pp - 20 Log (d)

Figure F1:   Modelling set-up.
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where d is the distance between the source P and the measuring point M.  This is
repeated for a number of randomly chosen source positions and a probability
distribution function generated on the results.

We then move the measuring point M away from the base-station along a radius of the
cell, and repeat the process.  This gives us a distribution for each position of the
measuring point.  From observing the distributions we see that the spread of the values
increases as the point M moves away from the base-station.  Using this simple
distribution model we have been able to generate a reasonable match to the distribution
of the actual data recorded at Waterloo station.

Model result compared to actual  data distribution for the gsm100files after spreading the initial spike over
the levels below the threshold.
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Figure F3:   Model distribution compared to actual data with initial spike spread
over below threshold levels.

Model result against actual data distribution for the gsm100
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Figure F2:   Model distribution compared to actual data distribution.
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The model proves to be a closer match as we move away from the base-station.
Whether we spread the initial spike over the levels which fall below the threshold or
not does not make any noticeable difference to the fit of the model.

With this model of  the distribution of levels for a bandwidth of 100kHz we are then
going to move on to try and do a statistical weighting of 10 channels averaged
together to simulate the 2MHz bandwidth data distribution.  The aim is to produce a
model that will simulate the distribution and predict the likelihood of large spikes
occurring.  Work on this approach is still ongoing.

F2. Modelling including multiple cells.

We have taken a victim of the form

We then generate a 100 metre square grid around this.  The grid points are taken to be
a distribution of phone positions around the victim. The “victim centre” is positioned at
the point (0,0) of the grid.

Figure F4:   The chosen victim cable.
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Figure F5:   A distribution of phone positions around the victim .
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This victim grid (including the victim itself) is placed inside a cell of radius R=1km.

However, even when the “victim centre” is positioned within the cell  boundary, some

of the phone positions may fall outside this cell.

We therefore need to consider other cells than the central one since any phones
positioned at the points beyond the boundary may communicate with base-stations
contained in the surrounding cells.  We therefore take into account the six surrounding
cells.

Figure F6:   The victim grid is placed inside a cell of radius
1km.

Figure F7:   Some of the phone positions may fall outside the cell containing the
victim centre.
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Taking a fixed channel frequency and a fixed victim position, we take each phone
position in turn, and calculate the power of a phone positioned at this point.

Having calculated which base-station the phone is nearest to and the distance from the
base-station to the phone, we use the following equation to calculate the power.

Wp = PMAX/(R/r)2   if r≥R/8

= PMAX/64 if r<R/8

where PMAX is the maximum radiated power of the phones which is taken to be 2W,
R is the cell radius of the cell containing the nearest base-station to the phone and r is
the distance of the phone from the base-station it is communicating with.  (This
definition of power means that the phone power drops by 18dBs as the phone
approaches the base-station and is operating on PMAX at the cell boundary.)

This power is then converted into a voltage using the following equation

Vp   =  √ Wp/K

where K=2.4×10-3  .

Figure F8:   Surrounding bases-stations are taken into account

Figure F9:   Take a fixed victim position and a fixed channel frequency.
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We then apply the appropriate transfer function for the chosen frequency and phone
position to calculate the voltage at Load 1.  This can then be repeated for all of the
different phone positions and a probability distribution function calculated over all of
these positions.  The calculation can then be further repeated for different frequencies
and different victim positions.  A representative selection of distributions for different
frequencies is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure F10:   Distributions for different frequencies and a fixed victim
position.
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The distribution for each different for each different frequency can be represented as a
3D plot:

Figure F11:   A 3-dimensional representation of the distribution for varying
frequency for a fixed victim position.

F.3. Fixing the frequency and varying the victim position.

Here we fix the frequency at 890.2MHz and vary the victim position.  We choose our
victim positions as the intersections of a grid taken over the cell.

Figure F12:   The grid of victim positions.
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The grid provides 321 victim positions with in the cell.  We do not take the grid
positions which are outside the cell.

Below are distributions for some representative points, on the boundary, midway
between the boundary and the base and near the base.

Figure F13:   The 321 possible victim positions.:
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If we consider victim points on the cell radius approaching the base-station as
illustrated below

Figure F15:   Victim points on the cell radius.

Figure F14:   Distributions for varying victim position and
F=890.2MHz.
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then we can see how the distributions vary with distance from the base-station.  This is
represented in a 3-dimensional picture below:

Figure F16:    A 3-dimensional graphical representation of the change in distribution
with proximity to base-station.

It can be seen quite clearly that the spread of the data increases as the victim moves
away from the base-station.

If we take all of the 321 possible victim positions we get a probability distribution
function for each of them and these distributions can then be averaged to give a single
distribution.  This is represented below.

Figure F17:   The averaged distribution taken over all of the 321 victim points within
the cell.

F4. Varying the frequency and the victim position.

If we combine both of the above and look at all frequencies and all victim positions, we
get a distribution for each victim point. These can then be averaged over the different
victim points to give a single distribution.

Due to limitations in time, the diagram below shows this for the first five frequencies
over tweleve victim points situated along a radius of the cell.
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Figure F18:    A 3-dimensional graphical representation of the first five frequencies
over tweleve victim points situated along a radius of the cell.
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